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Introduction
The most popular question asked of our publisher team is “How can I increase the monthly revenue from my
website?” With this in mind, we’ve written the Publisher Revenue Maximization Guide, a comprehensive guide for
doing just that.
With billions of ad impressions each month across online food, recipe and cooking content, the internet is fast
become the essential marketing platform for the food industry, and you, as publisher, are a central participant in this
fast-growing sector.
The Gourmet Ads team has boiled down the answer to the above question to 22 guidelines (6 Things to Avoid and
16 Must-Implement) which, when combined, will not only increase visitors to your site, but increase revenue. From
best practice concepts, to “how to” ideas, to optimal ad layouts and lucrative ad sizes, our guide will advise you how
to turn your website into a popular destination for food lovers as well as a choice venue for advertisers.
We recognize that publishers across Gourmet Ads have varying amounts of advertising experience, so we have
included advice that covers the basics as well as more technical guidelines for veteran publishers, all geared toward
helping you make your food website a premier platform for advertisers. Even if you have been in the ad publishing
business since the inception of the internet, our guide can help you enhance revenue with expert techniques gleaned
from industry leaders, like multiple URLs, wallpaper ads, and enhanced viewability.
Optimizing your website for revenue generation isn’t likely to happen overnight, so we want you to know that we are
always available to assist you no matter how small or big the issue.
If you would like more information about any of the topics included in this guide, please contact our Publisher
Support Team. They will be happy to help.

Benjamin Christie
Founder & President
Gourmet Ads Pty Limited
New York
London
Toronto
Sydney

+1 917 259 6840
+44 203 514 6580
+1 647 557 9784
+61 2 8607 8750

linkedin.com/company/gourmet-ads
facebook.com/gourmetads
twitter.com/gourmetads

Recipe Publishing Online White Paper
www.gourmetads.com
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What Not To Do
Part One
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Too Many Ads

Sometimes its hard to find the content on publishers websites as they have too many ad units!

It might come as a complete surprise to many publishers, but too many advertisements on a single web page
tends to have a negative effect on revenue (and yes, you read that correctly!). Our recommendation is to limit your
ads to a maximum of three per page (two above the fold and one below the fold). Maybe one or two more won’t
harm revenue, but we urge you not to do any more than that.
It may sound strong, but advertisers hate too many ads on a single page. We are commonly asked by advertisers
when trafficking their campaign to limit their advertising to sites with three ads on a page or fewer.
The reasons why are simple:
a)
Put simply, the ads don’t perform. Yes that’s right! Believe it or not, advertisers actually want people to
click on their ads. Too many ads on the page significantly reduces the chances of the advertisers’ ads being
clicked.
b)
Brand Separation. This is the classic Coke vs. Pepsi issue. Brands want to have their own space and not
share it with their competitors.
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“A balanced ratio between content and advertising”
Apart from advertiser-instigated reasons (like a brand roadblock), from a user experience perspective there needs
to be a balanced ratio between content and advertising. Just because there is room for another advertisement,
doesn’t mean you need to fill it with an ad. Some publishers really do go to extremes with 12-15 ads on a page.
You should also consider page load speed. On average, a single advertisement is 40k in size. So if you have 10
ads on the page, you’re making the end user download an extra 400k of advertising. Not a great user experience.
Search engines also dislike too many ads on a page. In 2012 Google wrote a blog on the topic called Page Layout
Algorithm Improvement, suggesting that pages with too many Ad Units would begin to fall down the search
results. Clearly a major concern if you rely on traffic from search engines.
Large publishers like newspapers, sporting publications and of course food sites, basically follow the same format
as Gourmet Ads recommends (two above the fold and one below the fold). Take a stroll around major sites on the
internet and you’ll notice a consistent pattern after you’ve looked at a few.
These days, advertisers have a plethora of avenues to exploit online, so you’re better off designing something
that’s attractive with a little bit of advertising, than being excluded from multiple campaigns because you have too
many ads on the page.
More information, see http://publishers.gourmetads.com/blog/3-ads-page
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Stacked Ads - Rip off Advertisers

Stacking Ads (like this)
is a sure way to ensure
that advertisers avoid
your website forever!

Closely related to “Too Many Ads” is Stacked Ads. They are partners in crime because publishers who have too
many ads are often forced to “stack” them on each other.
What are Stacked Ads? When publishers stack ads they are literally copying the same Ad Tag multiple times
on the page or creating a number of ad units on the page to fill up space. Over the years we’ve seen different
publishers stack ads in some unusual ways, most of which we regard as fraudulent.
Recently a site that applied to Gourmet Ads had 16 ad units on its homepage – 10 of which were stacked in the
footer. Worse, all the ads were for the same advertiser. We’re sure 99% of these ads will never be seen by people
and are, frankly, a scam to rip off advertisers.

New technology identifies stacked ads on publisher websites.
While this kind of publisher behavior might have been a way to earn more revenue in the past, it’s now a
guaranteed way to hamper earnings. Both Gourmet Ads and our advertisers have technology that identifies
individual pages that have more than three ads, and the same technology allows us to choose the maximum
number of ads per page in real time when trafficking campaigns.
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Don’t Work with Multiple Ad Networks
Similar to the old adage, “too many cooks spoil the broth,” too many ad networks can spoil ad revenue. You may
feel that having five or six networks will proportionally multiply your revenue, but that is almost never the case.
Having too many networks is likely to lead to diminishing returns; as you take on more advertising partners, you
may find yourself stretched too thin.
Usually publishers working with multiple ad networks are forced to “daisy chain” those networks, setting floor
price via redirects. The problems with this are twofold. First, you’ll lose approximately 10% (as high as 20%) of
the impressions each time you redirect to the next one. Second, every ad network has different pricing tiers for
campaigns (as well as different CPMs in different countries) and you’re likely to sacrifice overall yield when daisy
chaining multiple networks.

Ad Network
1

Ad Network
2

-10%

Ad Network
3

-10%

Ad Network
4

-10%

Ad Network
5

-10%

Ad Network
6

-10%

Working with multiple ad networks means daisy chaining ad tags, resulting in minimum of 10% loss of impressions each time
you redirect to the next ad network.

It is usually more profitable to work with one or at maximum two trusted ad networks and collaborate closely with
them. The ad networks you partner with should provide you with relevant ads that enhance the quality of your
website. A rough guide is 50% of the advertising should be contextually relevant to the content on the page and
50% will be relevant to the target audience. As the publisher, you should evaluate the quality of the ads to ensure
that they are brand based and not “punching monkey” or low quality affiliate-style ads.
Also make sure business terms like payment options, reporting and length of contract are acceptable. Ultimately,
having one or two worthy ad network partners is more likely to generate higher earnings, as well as a higher
overall yield, than trying to juggle too many.
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Don’t Use iFrames
iFrames are relics of primitive web design, which basically insert HTML documents into an HTML page, and from
an advertising perspective should be avoided at all costs.

The main issues we experience with iFrames which contribute to low earnings are ;
1. Failure of rich media to display properly
iFrames diminish revenue because more lucrative rich media and expandable ads cannot be run at all.
2. Inaccurate reporting of impressions
iFrames do not necessarily provide the URL information required by advertisers to verify ad placement,
which can lead to loss of revenue because more and more advertisers are demanding one hundred percent
transparency.
For these reasons, many Gourmet Ads advertisers require that their advertising cannot be run on websites where
Ad Tags are implemented through iFrames.
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Remove Automatic Page Refreshes

Since the inception of online advertising, publishers have explored strategies to maximize earnings, which is what
this document is all about. However sometimes those strategies are questionable and go against industry best
practices; one of these is Automatic Page Refreshing.
Often referred to as Meta Refresh, code on the website triggers the page to be refreshed at intervals of, say, every
five minutes, thus loading another set of ad impressions. The problem is that when a person loads a page, then
leaves the computer, the page will still load 12 times per hour and none of the ads loaded will attract clicks, so
performance for the advertiser is nonexistent.
Automatic Page Refreshing violates our policy as it artificially inflates ad impressions, and as a result we do not
condone its use. However, some publishers have referred us to major global publishers that still implement this
technique, particularly news and sports sites. The news and sports arenas have continually changing content
such as breaking news stories and scores. These major publishers are usually market leaders and can withstand
advertiser criticism.
From Gourmet Ads’ perspective, food content doesn’t change that much from when a recipe is published, so
there is no reason to implement Automatic Page Refreshing.
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Don’t Buy Questionable Traffic

Across the advertising industry there is a massive crackdown against fraudulent impressions from questionable
sources and web bots. This crackdown has been fueled by significant improvements in technology to identify
fraudulent activity in real time.
Gourmet Ads is one of the companies taking a proactive stance to eliminate fraud across our network of sites (see
http://www.gourmetads.com/blog/zero-tolerance-to-fraud). We have already expelled and withheld earning from
15 publishers for using fraudulent traffic sources (web bots) to artificially boost their sites’ visitors. These visitors
were not humans but web bots. The expelled sites were intentionally using bots to boost their revenue earnings.
Publishers certainly need to be proactive in driving traffic from reputable sources but some are often misled by
promises made by shady companies to dramatically and overnight boost visitors. The old adage, “If it’s too good
to be true, it probably is” applies.
Just about all advertisers and ad agencies on the planet (including Gourmet Ads) now monitor for fraudulent
activity across their Ad Tags. In serious cases where the advertiser has been alerted to a possible fraud, we’ll be
asked to immediately remove the site from the campaign. Advertisers will also add the domain name in question to
their “blacklist” which means that we can never run ads on that site again. Once your domain name is blacklisted,
it’s terribly difficult to get it removed.
Only use reputable sources as part of your traffic generation strategy. See the section Increase Your Site Traffic
(Page 32) where we discuss this point in detail.
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What You Need
to Implement
Part Two
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Two Ads Above the Fold & One Below
After years of in-depth research, our operations team has found that the ideal setup for any website is two ads
above the fold and one below. This ensures that advertisers enjoy:





Optimum performance for clicks
Viewability
Separation from competitors
Ideal ratio of content to advertising

This layout encourages visitor interaction with ads, preserves the aesthetic appeal of the page and maximizes
informational content which ensures repeat visits to your website.
Two ads above the fold and one below is consistently used by major food publishers around the globe. Check out
this video for more: http://publishers.gourmetads.com/blog/3-ads-page
If your website is hardcoded, we can utilize synchronized units to catch the eye of visitors and impart a dynamic
marketing message. Similarly, roadblock ads allow a single advertiser to display multiple ads on a page for a given
day or period of time. Gourmet Ads works with its advertising partners to develop successful ad strategies utilizing
roadblocks and synchronized units.
With this best practice layout (see next page), we are confident that you will maximize earnings.

Publisher Action Required

Like Gourmet Ads, Google recommends ad moderation; as such, reduce the number of ad units on your site to two ads
above the fold and one below.
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Two Ads Above the Fold & One Below
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Ensure Viewability is At Least 80%

There is a massive push across the online advertising industry to ensure ads are actually viewed by website
visitors, otherwise known as Viewability.
Until an industry standard is confirmed, the most common standard today for Viewability was developed by the
Internet Advertising Board. The IAB considers a view an ad that is at least 50% visible for more than one second.
The Viewability percentage is then calculated as follows:
(Counted Views / Total Impressions Offered) x 100 = Viewability %
Given its importance, Gourmet Ads added Viewability Metrics to the Publisher Console in mid-2013, including:
 Overall Domain Level
 Ad Placement Level by Month
 Ad Placement Level by Day

Why is Viewability so important for publishers?

In Q4 2013, Gourmet Ads started selling advertisers campaigns which were only targeted at highly viewable
placements. Our ad serving system each night rates each placement across the entire network by Viewability
Percentage for the last 30 days. When trafficking the campaign, we target to the Viewability level required by the
advertiser, i.e., 50%, 65%, or 80% viewable. We are seeing an early trend of 1.5 to three 3 times the CPM rate for
viewable impressions.
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Ensure Viewability is At Least 80%
How can publishers improve Viewability?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Hard code Ad Tags to the page directly or into your CMS template
Avoid the use of iFrames when implementing Ad Tags (so we can measure the viewability accurately)
Design Above the Fold Only pages for 100% Viewable Impressions
(like homepage of http://www.recipebridge.com)
Place two ads above the fold and one below
Integrate ads into the content block, i.e., they are front and center, thus viewed
Default to splitting a long article into shorter multiple pages (all ads are in view longer)
Lock Below the Fold Ads “in place” to ensure longer view time (see below)

For the ad unit below the fold, we recommend deploying a script which locks the ad in place. This allows
continuous display of the Ad Tag and maximizes Viewability no matter how long the page is. Dozens of major
publications are implementing this strategy.
Here is a view on the topic http://publishers.gourmetads.com/blog/viewability-rate.
(Also on this page you’ll find a great Wordpress Plugin which allows you to lock the ads in place)
Don’t be Afraid to Ask for Help: Viewability can be a difficult concept to grasp, especially for newcomers, and
its subtleties can escape even seasoned publishers, but maintaining an 80% Viewability standard will generate
optimal earnings.

Publisher Action Required

Develop a strategy to improve your site’s Viewablity. Because we publish the Viewability in the Publisher Console on a daily
basis you’ll quickly see what works and what doesn’t.
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Hard Code Your Ad Tags

There are two options when deploying Ad Tags on a website; they can either be trafficked via an Ad Server
(overkill for publishers with traffic less than a million impressions per day) or hard coded to the page. Hard coding
is basically taking the raw code from our Publisher Console and pasting this into the site’s webpage code or the
Content Management System.
Hard coding enhances monetization for publishers by:
 Allowing rich media, high-impact units and roadblocks

Generally speaking, we can only run rich media on sites which have hard-coded Ad Tags. These high
performing ads also generate the highest CPMs.
 Facilitating contextual targeting

Contextual targeting is the fastest growing targeting option for advertisers. CPMs are typically twice normal
Run of Network. Hard coding allows us to regularly index the page content, identifying the core theme of the
page, thus determining the contextual relevancy. In other words, if a page is dedicated to a certain topic such
as “Chicken Salad” we will then contextually target chicken recipes as well salads, quick-and-easy, healthy,
etc. Typically we can categorize each page into 30+ different categories. Obviously the more categories we
can classify the page as, the more campaigns we can target, thus increasing revenue.

 Improving page load times

Hard coding Ad Tags can significantly improve load times by reducing the latency time for third-party ad
servers to load. Any reduction in the number of “hops” for each ad call helps the load speed of the website.

Publisher Action Required

To maximize earnings potential, hard code Ad Tags directly to the page or page template
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Homepage Only Ad Tags

Advertisers love the homepage and here is why;
a)
b)

It’s the central place where content continually changes; must-visit page for loyal visitors
Usually the first page a visitor sees, thus it can make a quick impression with visitors

As such, advertisers are prepared to pay between 1.5x and 2x the eCPM compared to run-of-site, even more if
they can run a roadblock (all ad units) across the homepage.
The downside is not every website can traffic homepage-only Ad Tags. If you’re not sure ask your web developer.
The key is the web template itself and if the homepage is different from internal pages. If it is different, you can run
homepage-only Ad Tags.

Publisher Action Required

If you can run homepage-only Ad Tags, then ask Gourmet Ads’ Publisher Support team for a set of homepage-only tags to
implement.
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Traffic Tags Globally

Many publishers think nationally when it comes to their audience. That is, they only think about the country they
live in and fail to consider the global opportunities that exist. While many publishers may earn the majority of their
earnings in their local region or country, you can often tap into profitable international markets by making sure your
Ad Tags are trafficked globally. Gourmet Ads is committed to broadening your appeal across the globe by selling
your site to companies in foreign markets. American-based publishers, for example, can benefit from selling in
countries like Canada, Australia and New Zealand, which consistently have 1.5–2x higher CPMs than Americasold impressions.

Publisher Action Required

The internet has no borders, so don’t restrict your Ad Tags to just your own country. Make sure they are trafficked globally for
maximum earnings potential.
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300x600 Ad Units
One of the fastest growing ad units in terms of popularity with
advertisers is the 300x600.
Advertisers like the 300x600 because it;





Is a large ad size with significant real estate
Performs well with considerably high click-through rates
Is supported as a standard or expandable unit
Is ideal for all rich media types

Historically, 300x600s were sold at significantly higher rates
(originally we saw 3x) but in recent times we’ve seen the CPMs
normalize somewhat, with the average CPM around 1.5x. For
some campaigns we see the same CPM rate as the 300x250s;
for others we are able to sell this as high as 2x.
Gourmet Ads uses what we call “Switching Ad Tags.” These
are enabled for both 300x600 and 300x250. Basically what
happens is our ad server makes a decision when loading the
Ad Tag as to which is the highest CPM (i.e. the 300x250 or
the 300x600) and serves the highest paying one. This flexible
design allows publishers to maximize earnings by selling more
impressions at an overall higher CPM.
Because this is considered by advertisers to be the best
performing ad size, smart advertisers will run only this size to
the exclusion of other standard sizes. As such, if you are not
accepting this size you will miss out on significant campaign
opportunities.

Publisher Action Required

If you are running 300x250s which are not our dynamic 300x600
ad unit, then contact our Publisher Support Team and ask them
to modify the 300x250 Ad Tag to the switching version for your
site.
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Support 970x90 & 970x250 Ad Units

Early in 2011 the Internet Advertising Bureau (IAB) ran a competition for its members to invent the next generation
of Ad Units for the industry. Coined “Rising Star” Ad Units, two of the resulting sizes were the 970x90 (called
the Pushdown) and the 970x250 (called the Billboard), both of which can expand (upon click or rollover) to be
970x415. These units have taken some time to become mainstream across the industry. It’s a classic chickenand-egg case of publishers not wanting to redesign their sites to take a specific ad unit if agencies are not going
to consistently build them for campaigns. However, recently, both YouTube and Yahoo have embraced the
970x250 Billboard on their homepages.
With larger publishers now widely accepting both the 970x90 and 970x250 units, these sizes are quickly
becoming more popular among advertisers; as such, publishers should support this IAB Rising Star Ad Unit to
expand revenue.
Advertisers are drawn to these ad units because they;






Are visually impactful, located at the top of the page
Utilize large creative space
Work in tandem with roadblock ads
Support video, static or rich media
Can be executed as Expandables

We typically see the Rising Star Units attracting higher CPM rates (typically 2x or higher) compared to standard
IAB units, so to maximize earnings potential for publishers we’ve developed a switching ad unit similar to the
300x250/300x600 Ad Tag. Our switching Ad Tag is based on a 728x90 ad size but allows 970x90, 970x250 and
970x415 to run in the same space. Our ad server makes a decision when loading the Ad Tag as to which is the
highest CPM and serves the highest paying one. This flexible design means that publishers don’t have to take a
risk with a new ad size that won’t have high fill rates.
From a design perspective, not every publisher’s site design will allow it to run the 970 wide ad units. Your site
needs to be 970 wide or allow the ad unit to run at the top of your site (above the header).

Publisher Action Required

If your site is capable of running 970 wide ad units, then contact our Publisher Support Team and ask them to modify your
728x90 Ad Tag to the switching version for your site.
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Accept Background Skins

In the past, Background Skins or Wallpaper advertising was difficult to run on smaller sites because each
ad needed to be created on a site-by-site basis, which cost too much for most advertisers. However recent
developments in technology mean that one creative element can be applied to multiple sites quickly and easily.
Advertisers like running Background Skins as they are very effective from a branding and performance
standpoint while offering significant space to convey an appealing visual or marketing message. Because of their
effectiveness, Background Skins attract higher CPM rates for publishers; we typically see 3x to 5x, compared to
standard IAB units.
Background Skins offer:






Easy integration with almost any webpage
Greater CPM rates
Good compatibility with other display ad units
Ability to run with unlimited or capped number of impressions
Ability to be capped at 1/24, so they are displayed for an entire day
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Accept Background Skins

Typically, Background Skins are booked well in advance (sometimes 6+ months) and are often bought by the
advertiser on a site-by-site basis compared to standard ads sold across the network. For some publishers, this
means Background Skin bookings can be few and far between.
For the ease of integration on individual publishers’ sites, we don’t generate a separate Ad Tag, we simply
“piggyback” the Background Skin into an existing Ad Tags on the page. This means that sites that integrate Ad
Tags using iFrames will not be able to display them.

Publisher Action Required

If your site is capable of running Background Skins, then please indicate this in the Publisher Console via the High Impact
Menu - https://console.gourmetads.com/?page=console_high_impact
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Reducing Page Load Times
Page load time has a direct impact on revenue and consequently you should have an ongoing focus on expediting
this. Here are just a few reasons why;
 If Ad Tags can’t see the content of the page within 100ms of loading, then contextually relevant ads can’t be run.
 User Experience - Users don’t like slow-loading pages; they are more likely to click the Back button.
 Conversely, if the user’s page loads too slowly and they want to go deeper into your site, they might click the

Next button before the ads load.

 Search engines have said that page load time is part of their algorithm for rankings.

Load Time of Ad Tags

There is no question that adding Ad Tags to a website impacts page load time. Between fetching the web page,
identifying the publisher, finding relevant advertisers and campaigns, probing user data, gathering ad content from
the agency and its ad server, and more, a single ad request could touch as many as 500 different servers before
an Ad Tag is served.
To reduce load time issues, Gourmet Ads only runs ads with a maximum size of 40kb or less, which is one reason
we recommend only three ads per page (i.e. 3 x 40kb = 120kb). We are constantly working with our team to
reduce the time it takes to load an Ad tag. If you are having issues with Ad Tags slowing down page load times,
you might consider loading Ad Tags after the content has loaded (or nearly loaded).

What Can You Do?

Tips for decreasing page load times are a fairly common request according to our Publisher Support team. While
we are not web developers, we have seen many issues arise consistently, so here are some common suggestions
to reduce your page load times.
a) Page Size Too Large
Recently, one of our publishers asked why her ads were not loading at all. We quickly discovered that her
homepage was 42mb in size, with each internal page at 3mb. Due to the extreme size of her pages, her
ads—which were the final element to load—didn’t deploy before visitors moved on. Ideally your page size
should be no larger than 250k (compare this to the average file size across the internet which, according
to Google Web Metrics, is around 320kb).
b) Reduce Homepage Content
Many publishers overpopulate the content on their homepage. We’ve seen homepages with 30+ blog
posts, each with full text and large image, thus taking forever to load. In this example, optimize homepage
content by limiting your blog to six or seven posts, with only an abstract of each post and optimized
thumbnail of the image.
c) Convert Multipage Long Pages
Longer blogs or articles with over 1,000 words should be split up into multiple pages. Not only will this
reduce load times, but the increased page impressions will increase revenue due to more page views.
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Reducing Page Load Times
d) Optimize Images
We consistently see publishers uploading images to their website directly from their digital camera without
optimizing them for the web. Using software like Photoshop, you can reduce the size of a 4mb photo to
50kb.
e) Eliminate 404s
Page elements that are missing from a page will return a 404. For example, a small image that has been
deleted by accident but is still being requested will contribute to a slower page load.
f) Too many HTTP Requests
When considering page load, you should also evaluate the number of http requests. Too many of these
requests to the server can severely slow the load speed. Apart from thinking about what could be
converted to load locally on your site (like a badge), the number of requests can be reduced by:
Combining files: bundle CSS or scripts into a single request
Combining images: use a single image for background instead of multiple elements
Utilizing HTML 5 and CSS: avoid clunky, outdated code; this also allows Ad Tags to load last
Avoiding WordPress plugins, which are notorious for injecting extraneous CSS code in the head of your
site without giving you the option to manually add the required styles to your stylesheet
 Removing social plugins and third party widgets, and replacing them with linked images loaded locally





Tools

These tools can help with reducing overall page load time





Firebug - http://getfirebug.com
Yahoo YSlow - http://developer.yahoo.com/yslow/
Google - https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/
Website Optimization - http://www.websiteoptimization.com

Publisher Action Required

Develop a strategy to reduce not only the size of your pages, but the overall page load time.
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Quality Hosting & Monitoring

Startups and smaller websites usually opt for cheaper hosting that operates in shared environments with
numerous other sites. While this is economically prudent for small, young e-commerce sites, many publishers
quickly outgrow this type of operation. We’ve seen issues where a publisher’s site was one of 500 websites
running on a single server. The idiom “you get what you pay for” is certainly true in the hosting space!
What does this have to do with maximizing revenue? Think of these scenarios: can your current hosting cope
if your website has been flooded with traffic from a major site? Would it go down or would it handle the influx
of users? If your site is running slowly at non-peak times because of its hosting environment and ads are not
loading on the site as quickly as they should, what’s the user experience and engagement going to be like? These
situations are all likely to contribute to lower earnings.
To maintain optimal performance, you should constantly monitor your traffic and upgrade to a quality web host as
your site audience grows. Quality hosting can increase bandwidth and ease bottlenecks which deter visits to your
sites. Sometimes Gourmet Ads recommends Rackspace.com but there are other reputable hosting options out
there like Amazon Web Services and many more.
Services like New Relic can provide great measurement tools to understand the mechanics of the webserver and
what’s occurring during peak periods and non-peak periods.

Publisher Action Required

Investigate if your current hosting is a suitable environment in which to grow.
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Implement Caching

Caching is temporarily storing recently used content, including HTML pages, images, files and Web objects, which
are stored on the server in order to make it faster for the user to access it. Because most food sites primarily
consist of unchanging recipe-type information, caching can help with not only page load time, but by lightening
the overall load of the web server. As discussed earlier, a faster loading site will help improve user experience and
thus increase revenue.
There are different types of caching depending on your hosting environment. Wordpress plugins like W3 Total
Cache or WP Super Cache are turnkey caching options that can dramatically improve performance.

Publisher Action Required

Consider implementing some sort of caching on your website.
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Increase Visitor Page Views

A typical website receives about three pageviews per visit; if you can increase the number of views by just one or
two more, you’ll be serving 3-6 additional ads and thus, dramatically increase the number of impressions served.
A single additional pageview per visitor can increase earnings by 33%!
Here are some simple ideas to improve page views per visit:
Structure your navigation menu so it encourages engagement with readers
Develop cryptic or detailed page titles which will attract more users to click on them
Add internal links in blogs or articles so users visit more pages.
Add “Related Section” at the end of an article or blog
Include site search so that visitors can easily find what they want
Split long articles and blogs into multiple pages
Distribute related content across multiple pages; a series is an excellent format for encouraging page views and
return visits
 Include a comments section to encourage participation and ownership








Even if you can implement just a few of these ideas, you should observe a significant bump in page views per
user.

Publisher Action Required

Optimize your site to increase the number of page views per user. Once you optimize for this metric you’ll find revenues will
increase for the same number of users.
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Produce a Dedicated Mobile Site

As a publisher, ignoring the millions of smartphone and tablet users is equivalent to throwing away buckets of
money. The skyrocketing importance of mobile devices for web access means that a growing percentage of
visitors are using smaller screens to view your pages. To strengthen traffic from this critical market, you should
build a website that caters exclusively to mobile users.
Across Gourmet Ads, the number of mobile impressions we see is increasing. At the end of 2013 approximately
15% of all impressions were from mobile users. The primary ad size on mobile sites are the 300x250 and 320x50.
Supporting these optimal sizes for diminutive screens plays an important role in attracting advertisers eager to
reach the burgeoning mobile market.
Some publishers simply apply a mobile CSS upon loading, but the best technique is to create a dedicated URL
for your mobile site. Irrespective if your site is Responsive Design or not, we highly recommend publishers have
either a mobile subdomain like m.site-name.com or sitename.com/mobile. Either way, it is essential for appealing
to advertisers.

Publisher Action Required

Create a dedicated mobile site with mobile URL and then request from our Publisher Support team mobile-specific ad units.
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Accept All Revenue Models

As Gourmet Ads primarily offers branding for advertisers, the primary revenue model for our publishers is a CPM
(cost per 1000 impressions) network, but we will occasionally offer CPC or CPA ads. In the rare instances where
we do offer Cost per Click (CPC) or Cost per Action (CPA) advertising, publishers can be confident we run all the
CPM campaigns we can first, then run CPC or CPA campaigns.
While CPC or CPA revenue models can in some instances produce more revenue, they inherently transfer the
risk of whether the advertising performs from the advertiser to the publisher. These pricing systems rely upon the
site visitor clicking the ad or completing a transaction, which can be an uncertain proposition, while CPM virtually
assures a steady income due to regular visitor impressions.

Publisher Action Required

While 99% of the publishers in the Gourmet Ads network accept all revenue models, we do offer publishers the option to
exclude a revenue model. On the Website Details page https://console.gourmetads.com/?page=console_website_
details in the Publisher Console, let us know the revenue models you want to allow us to run.
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Publish a Privacy Policy

With privacy taking center stage with users around the world, the vast majority of advertisers insist that publishers
have an up-to-date Privacy Policy on their site to protect visitor information. Privacy policies detail how personal
information is collected, managed and protected. They reassure visitors that any interactions with your website
are secure, thereby encouraging transactions and other operations. Because of this, it’s essential that all
publishers in the Gourmet Ads network publish one.
For publishers looking to update their own Privacy Policy to a level expected by advertisers, Gourmet Ads offers
a template. This customizable template can be found at http://publishers.gourmetads.com/resources/privacypolicy-for-publishers
Not having a Privacy Policy directly impacts revenue because without one, the number of advertisers able to
advertise on your site is significantly reduced.

Publisher Action Required
Publish a Privacy Policy on your site and update it annually.
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Increase Your Site Traffic

Now that you’ve implemented a range of revenue-generating tactics, the last item is to start increasing traffic to
your site. Given that a CPM-based revenue model is based on how many impressions are served, as traffic grows
to your site revenue grows at the same rate. Here are some ways to increase the number of visitors:
 Organic Social

Enhance your presence on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and other social networking sites

 Social Paid

Consider paid programs on Facebook and Twitter

 Organic Search

Develop a Search Engine Optimization strategy

 Paid Search

Try platforms like Google, Yahoo and Microsoft

 Content Discover / Native PPC

Use relevancy engines like Outbrain and Tabooa

 Pay Per Click

Sites like Digg.com and Reddit.com have paid programs

 Email Newsletters

Sending a monthly Email Newsletter is a great way to get your audience to visit your site
Gourmet Ads has written a much more detailed guide on increasing traffic called “Traffic Booster” which provides
detailed tips to increase traffic to your site, see http://publishers.gourmetads.com/traffic-booster-program

Publisher Action Required

Implement a traffic generation strategy to lift daily visitors to increase revenue.
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Publisher Revenue Maximization Guide
We hope our Publisher Revenue Maximization Guide
has given you some new ideas for how you can
increase the monthly revenue from your site. Some are
improvements that you should be able to implement
quickly and easily while others may take more time and
effort; either way, these are all ideas that aim to improve
the user experience and earn you more revenue.
If you need clarification on any of the “do’s and don’ts”
in the guide, please reach out to us - we’d love to hear
from you! And if you have any suggestions for revenueboosting techniques that we missed, please send them
our way.
To your success,
The Gourmet Ads Publisher Team
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